Internet of things is one of the most emerging and popular technology which has changed our life, by impacting different areas such as shopping, production, storage, monitoring physical devices etc. Internet of Things concept has a possibility to combine different devices from different areas results in exchange of different data types through different networks. The aim of our project is to design a system which automatically identifies an approaching vehicles and record toll gate name, date and time. If the vehicle belongs to the authorized person, it automatically opens the toll gate and a predetermined amount is automatically deducted from its account. This will reduce Traffic congestion at toll plazas and helps in lower fuel consumption. This technology can be used where time and efficiency are the matter of priority in toll collection systems of present day. When the vehicle moves through the toll gate on any road, it is indicated on the RFID reader that it has crossed the clearing. Thus the reader reads the information in the tag and the transaction takes place through a centralized database and the aftermath details of the transaction is intimated to the user's mobile through GSM technology. The need for manual toll based systems is completely reduced in this method. In the existing system, sensor nodes are equipped with a Global Positioning System module as to provide geo location information of their sensed data. However, GPS modules present additional production costs and are also power consumption. So in this project, we propose, analyze, and experimentally demonstrate a new localization problem found in many large scale WSN deployments: the Wireless Localization Matching Problem. Here the locations of the sensor nodes are known a priori and a deck of m cards labeled 1 through m is shuffled randomly. A match occurs when the number on the card matches the card’s position in the deck
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1. INTRODUCTION

Interfacing different small resource constrained devices through the Internet to centralized or cloud systems results in binding different services and data transfer. Such concept called Internet of Things (IoT) aims to connect different physical environments, implementing different services such as measurement, control, analytics, reporting, etc. Such connectivity based on lightweight Internet protocols is not only constrained to a centralized system, it has the ability to interface other IoT devices together forming big and dynamic network. The IoT can be considered as one type of environment in which all physical objects, peoples and animals are having unique identity and they are able to transfer data over the network without any interaction. IoT is the combination of different technologies; it evolved the internet, wireless technologies and micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS). This terminology can be considered as the Internet of Everything. A thing presents in the IoT environment can be a man-made object, a person with a heart monitor implant, any animal with a biochip transponder and any vehicle with sensor. All these things are assigned with one unique IP address and have the ability to transfer data over the Internet. So far, IoT closely related to Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication in manufacturing, oil, gas and power industries. The IPv6s having huge addresses space and with help of IPv6 we can assign a unique address to each object present on the surface of earth. IPv6 is a very significant feature for the development of Internet Things.

1.1 EXISTING SYSTEM

There are two methods of collecting tax presently used they are First is the traditional manual method where one person collects money and issues a receipt. In the existing system, sensor nodes are equipped with a Global Positioning System (GPS) module as to provide geo location information of their sensed data. However, GPS modules present additional production costs and are also power hungry to run (about 30mA at 3.3V). Moreover, GPS is not accurate in indoors. The above methods are subject to errors caused by background noise, wireless multipath fading, shadowing, non-line-of-sight (NLoS), path loss, etc. Hence empirical models are often evolved to retune and refine the accuracy of the localization methods. These are sometimes costly and time-consuming since model parameters need to be adjusted for each specific environment. Internet is a worldwide structure of interconnected IP networks that links billions of computers together. Network infrastructure comprises routers, gateways, switches, repeaters.

1.2 PROPOSED SYSTEM

The proposed method is to provide a fast and safe environment for toll collection and to automatically...
control the vehicle movements at the toll stations. IR sensor is used to detect the vehicle and the Gate models are used here to open and close while the vehicle is entering or exit in the Toll Tax unit. The RFID reader is used to read the tag of the vehicles. The Vehicle information is stored in the microcontroller based on the TAG number. Based on that number the Tax amount for that vehicle will automatically transfer to the toll gate system. And that cost information will be sent through GSM modem to a mobile phone of the owner. The main objective behind this proposal is to create a suitable Automatic Toll Gate System to be implemented. However, this proposed system requires major changes in the infrastructure of the existing toll roads. In this project, we propose, analyze, and experimentally demonstrate a new localization problem found in many large scale WSN deployments: the Wireless Localization Matching Problem (WLMP). Here the locations of the sensor nodes are known \textit{a priori}. However is the unique ID of the wireless sensor node which is located at each position. Essentially, the WLMP is a spatially embedded version of the celebrated \textit{matching problem} of probability theory, A deck of \( m \) cards labeled 1 through \( m \) is shuffled randomly. A match occurs when the number on the card matches the card’s position in the deck.

2. ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

2.1 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

We propose a model, design and implementation of vehicle toll payment based on IoT device. Such IoT based payment system is based on source and destination point selection as well as calling a web service on a centralized web application. The web service call implies transmitting authorization data such as (hashed) user ID, vehicle category and license plate, as well as all desired toll payment information as JSON data. Afterwards, the web application processes the received data and realizes the payment electronically over an electronically (online) payment service. Such online payment service can represent the well-known and popular PayPal. In case of successful payment realization and on query request from IoT device, the web application responds to the request and transmits back the payment realization details for the specific vehicle (based license plate, vehicle category and user ID). After the payment confirmation and successful response, a possibility to drive through the toll stations or through the country (in case of vignette) without retention is considered and condition.

When a vehicle reaches the toll station at a specific distance, camera (on toll stations) scans the license plate and transmits the information to the local system which analyzes the payment detail for that vehicle based on license plate information. After successful payment approval, the toll ramp opens, which enables the vehicle driving through the toll station without retention. Analog approach for vignette payment, camera on or near the country border scans and sends the vehicle license plate to local system which examines the vignette payment.

2.2 HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE

2.2.1 Power Supply:

If you are considering making your own power supply then three components are needed: · Transformer · Bridge rectifier · Smoothing capacitor. The transformer’s current rating a least 2/3rd’s of the stepper drive boards capability, so for example: The Rout Out CNC stepper drivers have a 2.5A limit therefore \( (2.5 / 3) \times 2 = 1.66 \text{A} \) If you had for example 3 boards \((X,Y,Z)\) then this would be \( 1.66 \times 3 = 4.98 \text{A} \) Total Current. The DC output voltage of the supply will be 1.4 times the transformer’s ac voltage when rectified. For example: An 18 VAC secondary will provide about 25 VDC at the output of the smoothed supply. The bridge rectifier’s voltage and current ratings must exceed what the supply will deliver. Finally the minimum filter capacitor size must be calculated.

2.2.2 GSM:

GSM modem allows the computer to communicate over the mobile network through calls, SMS and MMS messages. It consists of a SIM card and operates over a subscription through a mobile network. It is a highly flexible plug-and-play device capable of connecting to a PC or any microcontroller’s serial port through MAX232IC. This IC is used to convert the TTL logic levels of the microcontroller to a RS232 logic level for enabling serial communication. GSM is a TDMA based wireless network technology developed in Europe that is used throughout most of the
world. GSM phones make use of a SIM card to identify the user’s account. The use of the SIM card allows GSM network users to quickly move their phone number from one GSM phone to another by simply moving the SIM card.

2.2.3 MEMS Sensor:

Polysilicon springs suspend the MEMS structure above the substrate such that the body of the sensor can move in the X and Y axes. Acceleration causes deflection of the proof mass from its centre position. Around the four sides of the square proof mass are 32 sets of radial fingers. Each finger and pair of fixed plates make up a differential capacitor, and the deflection of the proof mass is determined by measuring the differential capacitance. This sensing method has the ability of sensing both dynamic acceleration and static acceleration.

2.3 SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

While RF localization has come a long way, there are many unconventional localization problems which remain unexplored. In this project we have proposed a new type of localization problem for use in WSNs: the wireless localization matching problem (WLMP), which is a matching problem between perfectly known sensor node positions and their unknown IDs via wireless RF positioning methods. Examples of such scenarios are commonly found in real life, for instance during mass equipments installations in the commercial or industrial buildings which are currently time and cost inefficient. Cloud becomes an ideal storage location for storing and processing IoT data but there are some problems to use the cloud for IoT data Storage. The main and major issue is security of cloud storage. In many situation data collected from IoT devices is more sensitive or very important for the organization. When cloud storage is used, then organizations worried about the cloud security issues. This paper describes the some of the security issues which hampers the cloud and their resolutions which make sure to the organization that the data stored on cloud is secured. A first, sharing the computing resource with cloud providers, physical security is lost. Data is stored with the third party cloud provider therefore the user does not have knowledge where the data is stored and not have control over it. This issue can be solved by insuring secure Data Transfer. The second issue is preserving the integrity and truthfulness of the data. This issue can be handled by providing Secure User Interfaces. The third issue is, there may be the possibility that the privacy rights will not be followed by cloud service providers. This issue can be solved by applying cryptography techniques to data. We provide good software which insures about security of the cloud storage system, and then there is a no problem to accept cloud storage to store IoT data.

3. SYSTEM WORKING

Internet of Things (IoT) aims to connect different physical environments, implementing different services such as measurement, control, analytics, reporting, etc. Such connectivity based on lightweight Internet protocols is not only constrained to a central system, it has the ability to interface other IoT devices together forming big and dynamic network.
internet and cannot transfer the data, and then gateways are used as intermediate between things and cloud to provide the needed connectivity. In the designed secure system, the administrator will define the roles according to the job functionalities played in the organization, then he/she adds the user in the system who wants to access the stored data from the cloud storage according to their needs. Administrator also creates one role manager and gives access rights to manage the roles of the user. The Role Manager allocates the specific roles to the user and has authority to remove the role assigned to the user. After that, the collected data from devices are encrypted by the administrator and stored in to the cloud storage for the particular role so that only the users with appropriate roles can decrypt and view this data. The data collected from IoT devices is stored in encrypted format, therefore cloud provider is not able to see or read this data. Besides the interface, a plain text file on local host device is used with inserted routes which represent the driving routes and correspondent information for only the purpose of toll payment. When the driver in the embedded application specifies the required information, a search is started on this file which results in representing all possible routes with vehicle toll payment. Thereafter, the driver has the ability to select required driving routes for vehicle toll payment and confirm the request. The parameters license plate, vehicle category, user ID as well as toll payment details through all required driving routes are always sent (for ticket or vignette payment). Thereafter, the web application processes the request through an electronically payment service.

4. CONCLUSION

By practically implementing Smart card based Automatic Toll plaza System. We can provide a convenient transportation for the public i.e. we can avoid traffic congestion. It is the most efficient way of toll collection which can reduce the manual effort at toll plaza. We are avoiding the emergency vehicles such as ambulance, fire force etc. from the toll collection. In this busy world we give preference for time and efficiency, so for fulfilling this we can implement this kind of toll collection system. By doing automation of toll plaza we can have the best solution over money loss at toll plaza by reducing the man power required for collection of money and also can reduce the traffic indirectly resulting in reduction of time at toll plaza.
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